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NAME: LOVEAT

PARTNER: 
SPAIN: EUDUCATE
BULGARIA: "THE STARRY START OF TALENTS FOUNDATION"
FINLANDIA: LEARNING FOR INTEGRATION RY 
CROATIA: UDRUGA MLADIH SPIRIT OF FREEDOM HRVATSKA 
TURKEY: BILGI VE BECERI DERNEGI
ITALY: SMART

WHERE: POGGIARDO, ITALY

WHEN: 27 SEPTEMBER - 3 OCTOBER 2021 (27 SEPTEMBER
ARRIVAL – 3 OCTOBER DEPARTURE)

PARTICIPANTS: 3 PARTICIPANTS (18-25) + 3 PARTICIPANTS
WITH FEWER OPPORTUNITIES (18-25) + 1GROUP LEADER
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Read the ‘info pack’ carefully. If you have question (invoices,
insurance) do not hesitate to ask! 

Be active even before the activity: we will post videos,
materials in the Facebook group. Please read and watch
them carefully, and do all the preparatory activities
connected to them. 

Bring your own towels for your rooms, please.

LOTS OF POSITIVE ENERGY AND A DETERMINATION
TO LEARN AND LIVE A DIFFERENT LIFESTYLE FOR A

WEEK! 







the surface of
Salento is 5.329 km
and has 1.641.987

inhabitants 

the Salento weather is
characterized by a more humid

climate.
The summer seasons are

particularly muggy but often
windy, while the winter

seasons are mainly mild, but is  
may be very cold or even

freezing days, especially in the
presence of north-
east wind from the

neighboring Balkans.

SALENTO is the whole
territory of Lecce province,

central-southern part of
the province of Brindisi ,
the south-eastern part of
the province of Taranto .

SALENTO is
exiting on the

Adratic sea on Est
side and to the

Ionian sea on the
West side

the locals are
speaking Italian ,
Salento , Apulian

transition dialects ,
griko , arbëreshë

 ABOUT SALENTO

WHERE WE ARE.....



SALENTO ENVIRONMENT

The Salento countryside is
almost everywhere cultivated,
and the arboreal vegetation is

mostly made up of expanses of
secular olive trees, with twisted

and large trunks.

The landed property is generally
divided into small plots, separated
by the typical dry stone walls . The
stone has always been used also

to make various dry constructions,
used by farmers to rest or to store

work tools.

The countries, generally sparsely
populated, have a typically

Mediterranean appearance and
are characterized by the intense

white of the buildings which makes
them dazzling on sunny days. 

The sea takes on a dark
blue color when observed

from the high cliffs
overlooking the Adriatic

Sea, and emerald green ,
green , light blue, if

observed from the sandy
beaches of the Ionian Sea.

WHERE WE ARE.....



The flora in Salento is estimated to number
around 1,500 species. In addition to the

aforementioned centuries-old olive groves
and vineyardsthat characterize the territory, the
vegetation is also mainly composed of the prickly

pear , which grows spontaneously both inland
and along the coast, from the fig tree , which

gives its sweet fruits at the end of summer and
from the almond tree , which begins to usually

bloom in February. In spring , the land under the
olive trees, the edge of the paths and roads, as
well as the interstices of the dry stone walls, are
covered with flowers in a chromatic explosion

ranging from the red of the poppies to the yellow
and white of the daisies .During the summer , the
blood color of the earth becomes the protagonist
with the green of the Mediterranean scrub. The

polychrome berries then announce
the autumn and the following mild winter .

SALENTO FLORA

WHERE WE ARE.....



SALENTO FAUNA

WHERE WE ARE.....
As regards the fauna of Salento, there
are numerous species of birds such as

the crane , the gray heron ( Ardea
cinerea ), the mallard ( Anas

platyrhynchos ), the bittern ( Botaurus
stellaris ), the sea jay ( Coracias

garrulus ) , the Turkish fistione ( Netta
rufina ), the kestrel ( Falco tinnunculus

), as well as numerous species of
reptiles, such as lizards and geckos , of
mammals , such as hedgehogs , foxes
and martens , and arthropods , such

asscorpions , tarantula and
lepidoptera such as Amata phegea



Contact information
smartassociation@hotmail.it

tel+393890494763
tel+393389870596


